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Years ago, I served a Disciples church in Burnet, Texas.  More often than not, when Carl
Wilson stood at the Communion table, before his Elder’s prayer, he would say, “You know, Bob, I
couldn’t see connection between the scripture and your sermon today.  You might sense that with
today’s sermon.  During this week, I struggled through making two decent sermons for this morning,
but I ditched both; both were inadequate.

Why?  We are living in an emergency, and it’s about to get much worse.  We’re now about
10 days out from Thanksgiving, and the COVID numbers are spiking.  Predictably.  Almost 2500
deaths in U.S. yesterday – compounded by people not wearing masks, meeting in smaller spaces,
traveling to visit family & friends for Thanksgiving.  2500 deaths yesterday!  That’s almost equal to
the death toll of 9/11.  Every day now.  And it will get worse.

Unemployment applications still too high, and will rise. And that figure doesn’t count people
who have given up.  If Congress doesn’t act quickly, the economy will go off a cliff.

And our President is pandering fantasies about voting errors in the election, and proposing
illegal, unconstitutional actions – publicly nursing wounds, while saying not a blooming thing about
the millions suffering, the thousands dying, the looming threat of economic catastrophe.  The situation
is dire, and it’s going to get worse before it gets better.  Other nations are looking at the United
States with horrified disbelief.

And that’s not to mention the environmental catastrophe that is not going to hit – it is here. 
And not just ignored, but denied by too many, even while the reality is devastating seas and lands all
over the world.

You deserve the truth.  These rough times will get rougher.
Now, lest some say I’m spouting politics in the pulpit, this is a moral matter!  People are

dying that shouldn’t.  Due to vacant leadership on the national and state levels.  People are suffering,
children going hungry, directly because of apathy at the top.  That’s a moral issue.

We are living in the middle of a public health catastrophe, maybe the worst our nation has
ever seen.  We’re facing an even more dire economic catastrophe looming.  And we are living
through a moral catastrophe that is being ignored.  For the truth is that too many who call themselves
Christians are actively supporting this inaction.  And too many others have simply lost their voice. 
You say you want to put Christ back in Christmas?  I’d settle for putting Christ back in Christians!

What can we do?  Where is the hope, as Advent looks toward Christmas?  Yesterday I heard
Dr. Frank Thomas tell a story of attending a concert by renowned violinist Itzhak Perlman.  Every
concert, he walks on stage using leg braces and arm-crutches, to his chair.  Takes off the crutches. 
Takes up his violin.  Started playing the piece.  And in this particular concert, you could hear the snap
of a string breaking, like a shot.  He paused.  Couldn’t stop to restring, put his crutches back on,
make his way offstage, restring, and labor his way back.  So he started playing again, on only three
strings now.  You could see the concentration on his face, as he had to get suddenly creative, using
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all his knowledge and skill to constantly adjust, playing the piece on three strings.  And his sheer
genius did it.  A beat of awed silence, and then the audience erupted with a roar.

Friends, that’s exactly what God did, the light of divinity leaping down to this staggering
earth.  Meeting disaster with divine creativity, using all of God’s knowledge and skill to constantly
adjust love, being born a helpless infant, dependent on others for everything, in a land under hostile
foreign occupation.  And that’s what God still does, using our three strings – when we put Christ
back in Christians.

So what can we do?  First, the basics:  wear your dang mask whenever you leave your home! 
Every time!  Wash your hands.  Frequently.  Wash your hands.  Frequently.  Keep your distance –
for the sake of everybody!  Don’t go out to eat.  But do support restaurants by picking up take-out. 
Help keep them in business.

And for God’s sake – for the life of your loved ones – stay home this Christmas.  It’s getting
that bad.  Really.  Refrain from visiting friends and family physically this year, so that they will have
a better chance of being around next year.  I know how much our Christmas family traditions mean. 
But this year you can take care of your loved ones by not visiting them.  Please!

Keep on taking care of each other:  call your friends regularly, touch base with co-workers,
church members, to check up on them.  Send cards, texts, instagram, message them on FB,
semaphore.  Any way you can.  Reaching out will help you both.

We can start more Zoom meetings for church members, to just be together.  Meet in a park,
physically distanced.  We’ll get creative.  We are doing good ministry, don’t think we’re not!  389
lunches in November!  Keep serving people as you can. That also will help you.

Write, call, email our Senators.  Demand that they pass legislation that offers meaningful help
to states and cities, extend unemployment payments for the millions thrown out of work, extend the
moratorium on evictions, send aid to businesses, to landlords for their mortgages.  Pound on the
doors of Congress.  This emergency is that dire!

And pray.  Pray that God speeds healing to this battered world.  Again.
Okay, here’s a connection to the scripture:  God is right now building that highway in our

wilderness.  The promise to a struggling people is that mountains of fear will be flattened, and the
left over rubble will be used to fill in the chasms that divide us.  And the crooked will be straightened
out.  Like what happened after a fellow in Arkansas put up a Black Santa in his front yard.  He got
a racist note informing him that Santa was white.  And he posted the note online, and how angry he
felt about it.  Within days, Black Santas appeared in yards all over the neighborhood.(1)  Call it an
Advent-justice solidarity.  Even in these COVID days, we can proclaim the promise:  a Savior in
diapers is on the way.

So get creative with the 3 strings you have left.  We will get through this crisis together. 
Advent promises that we are not abandoned by God.  Help is on the way.  Amen.

Note

(1) “Arkansas neighborhood unifies behind family after Black Santa display draws racist note,” by
Renee G, The Grio, 12/5/20; accessed online on 12/5/20 at
https://thegrio.com/2020/12/05/arkansas-neighborhood-unifies-behind-family-after-black-santa-di
splay-draws-racist-note/


